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August 13, 1994 
Clemson, South Carolina 
Congratulatory Applause 
You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for 
individual graduates. Such expressions frequently detract from the 
recognition due the next graduate in line. Your cooperation is respect-
fully requested. 
Graduation 
Saturday, August 13, 1994 
11 :00 a.m. Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
(Audience will please stand as faculty and candidates march in and 
remain standing for the invocation) 
Invocation 
Sheree Link, Student Representative 
Introduction of Trustees 
Acting President Philip H. Prince 
Conferring of Honorary Degrees 
Acting President Philip H. Prince 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Senior Vice Provost Jerome V. Reel 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
Acting President Philip H. Prince 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Board of Visitors Graduate Teaching Assistant 
Frank W. Breazeale, Organist 
Kevin Davidson, Soloist 
Dr. John H. Walker, University Marshal 
HONORARY DEGREE 
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES 
SISTER MARILYN FISCHER, S.F.P. 
Sister Marilyn Fischer, S.F.P., is Chairperson of the Franciscan Sisters of the Poor 
Health System (HSI) and the Franciscan Sisters of the Poor Foundation of Brooklyn 
Heights, New York. 
Sister Marilyn, a native of Quincy, Illinois, entered the congregation of the Fran-
ciscan Sisters of the Poor on September 17, 1958, and made her perpetual vows on 
August 25, 1966. She began her professional religious career as an instructor in the 
School of Nursing at St. Elizabeth's Medical Center in Dayton, Ohio. 
It wasn 't long before her superiors recognized her gift for leadership, and in 1968 
she was named congregational Director of Formation. One year later she was appoint-
ed President of Region VI of the Franciscan Sisters of the Poor Formation Council, a 
member of the national board of the Sister Formation Conference, and a member of 
the Board of Trustees of St. Elizabeth's. 
In 1977 Sister Marilyn was appointed to the health care ministry core group and 
soon after was elected to the leadership board of the Franciscan Sisters of the Poor. 
What followed was a sixteen year period of intense study to plan the future of the 
more than 20 facilities the Sisters sponsor in the United States. 
In 1980 Sister Marilyn was elected President of the Franciscan Sisters of the Poor, 
giving leadership to Sisters and ministries throughout the congregation in Africa, Bra-
zil, Italy and the United States. Recognizing the need to respond to a changing and 
more complex health care environment in the United States, Sister Marilyn united a 
diverse group of health care providers (hospitals, nursing homes, social service cen-
ters, retirement communities) scattered throughout six states into one of the largest 
Catholic health systems in the country, with more than 5,000 beds and $700 million in 
annual operating revenues. 
When the Franciscan Sisters of the Poor Health System came into being in 1983, 
Sister Marilyn was appointed chairperson . She has led the system through changes 
in reimbursement, through the divestiture of two hospitals, and through several years 
of declining operating trends. Today, it is a vibrant, financially healthy system which 
last year provided care to more than 800,000 people and more than $17 million in 
charity care to the poor. 
Similarly, when the Franciscan Sisters of the Poor Foundation was created in 
1984 as the newly formed philanthropic arm both of the health system and the con-
gregation, Sister Marilyn was appointed chairperson . In that time the Foundation has 
raised more than $40 million. As Foundation chairperson, Sister Marilyn helped create 
the Franciscan Health Care Games, one of the largest and most successful annual 
fund-raising events in the country. 
Throughout a long and distinguished career in corporate leadership positions, 
Sister Marilyn has remained, at heart, a Franciscan Sister of the Poor. Always mindful 
of those in need, she more recently has led the Foundation to develop support for the 
Sisters' relief efforts in Africa, Brazil and Italy and is currently leading the Foundation 
through a national $25 million capital endowment campaign. 
She is a gentle, compassionate woman whose lifetime of service to others and 
devotion to prom'oting the welfare of humanity is well known. We hold Sister Marilyn 
Fischer's achievements in the highest regard, and it is a special privilege to award the 
honorary Doctor of Humanities degree to her. 
HONORARY DEGREE 
DOCTOR OF LAWS 
HARRY McKINLEY LIGHTSEY, JR. 
The Honorable Harry M. Lightsey, Jr., South Carolina native and Clemson alum-
nus, has a long and distinguished career in South Carolina in the fields of law and 
public higher education. 
His career includes service as Assistant Attorney General of the State of South 
Carolina for ,five years, Professor and Dean of the School of Law at the University of 
South Carolina, and six years as President of The College of Charleston. 
Dr. Lightsey attended the public schools in his native Columbia and earned his 
Bachelor of Science degree at Clemson, graduating cum laude in 1952. He enrolled 
at the University of Georgia to study veterinary medicine and was graduated cum 
laude with a D.V.M. degree in 1956. Dr. Lightsey practiced in Allendale until 1958 
when he returned to school to study law. 
In 1961 he was awarded his J.D. degree from the University of South Carolina 
graduating summa cum laude at the top of his class , with one of the best academic 
records ever established at the university. He practiced law in Columbia for 19 years 
and was an adjunct or full-time professor at the University of South Carolina School 
of Law during these years. He was named Dean of the School of Law in 1980 and 
helped to develop the school into one of the finest in the Southeast. 
He served in that position for six years until 1986 when a new leadership chal -
lenge took him to Charleston as President of the College of Charleston/University 
of Charleston . When he retired in 1992, his legacy was a new direction and momentum 
which has helped to move the institution to heights of great success. 
Dr. Lightsey joined the Columbia firm of McNair & Sanford, P.A., in 1992. This 
year, he became a shareholder and chairman of the Litigation Department. 
As a student, he was Phi Beta Kappa and President of the Student Body at Clem-
son; Editor of the S. C. Law Quarterly ; Captain and National Quarterfinalist, USC Moot 
Court Team; Chief Justice, Wig and Robe Honorary Law Scholastic Society; outstand-
ing law school graduate and first honor graduate of the University of South Carolina. 
Dr. Lightsey was general counsel to the S. C. Public Service Commission, and 
legal adviser to the S. C. State Senate's President, Finance Committee and Banking 
and Insurance Committee. His active practice was in the public util ity, regulatory 
and administrative law areas. 
He is the author/co-author of four books and numerous legal articles. He is 
admitted to practice in the S. C. Supreme Court, U.S. Distri ct Court, District of South 
Carolina, U. S. Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals and the U. S. Supreme Court. He is a 
member of the South Carolina, Richland County and American Bar Associations. 
Clemson University is greatly honored to have the Honorable Harry Lightsey 
among its truly outstanding graduates. We salute him for a remarkable life of service 
to the citizens of his state and for the untold contributions he has made to the lives 
of all he has touched - as a teacher, counselor, and leader in higher education and 
law. It is a distinct privilege for Clemson University to award the honorary degree, 
Doctor of Laws, to Harry Lightsey. 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Billy L. Amick, Chairman------------------------------------Batesburg 
Louis P. Batson, Jr. -------------------------------------------Gree nvi I le 
J. J. Britton ----------------------------------------------------------Sumter 
W. G. Deschamps, Jr. --------------------------------------Bishopvi I le 
Law re nee M. G ressette, Jr. ----------------------------------Co I um bi a 
Haro Id D. Ki ngsmore ----------------------------------------------Ai ken 
Louis B. Lynn ---------------------------------------------------Co I um bi a 
Patricia H. McAbee------------------------------------------McCormick 
Thomas B. Mc Teer, Jr. ---------------------------------------Co lu mbi a 
Buck Mickel ----------------------------------------------------Gree nvi lie 
Joseph D. Swann --------------------------------------------Gree nvi lie 
Allen P. Wood ---------------------------------------------------Florence 
Trustees Emeriti 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. --------------------------------------Charleston 
Wi Iii am N. Geiger, Jr. -----------------------------------------Columbia 
Pau I W. McAliste r------------------------------------------------Lau re n s 
Paul Quattlebaum, Jr. --------------------------------------Charleston 
James C. Self------------------------------------------------G ree nwood 
D. Leslie Tindal -----------------------------------------------Pinewood 
James M. Waddell, Jr.----------------------------------------- Beaufort 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
Philip H. Prince---------------------------Acti ng President 
J. Charles Jennett-----------------------Provost and Vice President 
for Academic Affairs 
Manning N. Lomax----------------------Vice President for 
Administration and 
Secretary of the Board 
of Trustees 
G. Jay Gogue ----------------------------- Acting Vice President for 
Agriculture and Natural 
Resources and Vice 
President for Research 
David R. Larson--------------------------Vice President for 
Business and Finance 
Gary A. Ransdell-------------------------Vice President for 
Institutional Advancement 
Almeda Jacks-----------------------------Vice President for Student 
Affairs 
The Academic Procession 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, Trustees, and honored 
guests of the University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, a 
senior faculty member, with the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
Following the marshal is the college banner bearer. Each banner is a combination of colors that 
declare the disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the American 
Council on Education, are as follows: 
College Colors Dlsclpllne 
Agriculture Maize Agriculture 
Architecture Brown Fine Arts 
Lilac Architecture 
Commerce & Industry Copper Economics 
Drab Business 
Education Light Blue Education 
Engineering Orange Engineering 
Forest & Recreation Russet Forestry 
Resources Sage Green Recreation Education 
Liberal Arts Dark Blue Philosophy 
White Letters & Humanities 
Cream Social Science 
Library Lemon Library 
Nursing Apricot Nursing 
Sciences Golden Yellow Sciences 
Staff Purple & Orange Academic Support 
Collegiate faculty follow their banner in order of academic rank wearing academic costumes of 
medieval origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside the United States 
wear costumes specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are specified 
by a uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are black and are usually 
mortar boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels usually of metallic thread; other 
degrees wear black or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also black, 
are longer than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while those since 
1960 have sleeves extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell -like sleeves. The front is 
marked by velvet panels and the sleeves are marked by three velvet bars. While most gowns are 
black with black velvet, one variation is to replace black velvet with velvet in the discipline color. A 
second variation is a colored gown usually of the university's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding institution. 
First, degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, masters' larger, and 
doctors' quite large and of a different shape. Clemson does not award hoods to bachelors. The width 
of the velvet trim also conveys the degree. Secondly, the degree is indicated by the color of the trim 
edging the hood to form the throat over the gown. The most frequently seen is dark blue, which 
designates the doctor of philosophy (Ph.D.) degree. Finally, the color of the hood's lining specifies the 
awarding institution. The colors are displayed in combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice 
that the Clemson University hood is lined with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). 
Although many combinations are duplicated by dozens of insitutions, Clemson is presently the only 
institution with that registered combinat ion. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military regalia as set 
forth by their professions. They are preceded by the University Marshal. Clad in a gown of office in 
gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the University mace. At the ceremony's close, 
the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are dismissed, along with students and guests, 
when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
The University Regalia 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of 
Clemson University and must be present at any convocation where the 
University, through its delegated members, is acting officially. At any 
official convocation such as commencement, the University Marshal, 
carrying the mace, precedes the President into the assembly. The mace 
rests before the President's chair or speaker's stand throughout the 
ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at the close of a 
convocation is symbolic of the official withdrawal of the University and, 
thus, the close of the proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the 
ceremonial maces carried by heads of state and church in the Middle 
Ages. Its basic clublike shape, however, is much more ancient, probably 
going back to man's prehistory. It is made of walnut wood and silver, 
with the seal of the University in gold and the University colors 
represented by insets of cornelian (orange) and amethyst (purple). 
Amethyst is also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in 
the office of president by the governing body of the University. Only the 
University President may wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the 
whole body of the institution. Clemson's chain and seal are made of 
silver and gold, and cornelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval 
"staffs of office" which were carried by the senior members of 
departments of state or church. They display the seal of the University 
and the symbolic color of the discipline to which the college belongs. 
Clemson's batons are made of walnut wood and silver with the various 
disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert 
Ebendorf. Mr. Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of 
the most acclaimed goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the 
batons were executed by the late Professor Marshall C. Bell, and the 
lapidary work was executed by the late Mr. C. C. Wilson of Clemson 
University. 
Coat of Arms 
Designed by Clemson University graphic artist, Connie Floyd, 
the coat of arms represents the historic three-fold mission of this 
institution: teaching, research and service. 
Pictured on the cover, the coat of arms is divided into three parts. 
The bottom contains a series of open books representing the 
concept of teaching as the basis of the land-grant university. The 
white of the books and the purple of the background designate the 
teaching mission of the University as it is achieved through 
undergraduate and graduate instruction. 
The upper portion of the shield contains two sets of calipers and 
wheat sheaves illustrating the measurement system for research, 
as well as Clemson's tradition in agriculture and Extension. The 
three symbols - the books, calipers and wheat sheaves - also 
represent the humanities, technology and science. 
The entire shield is joined by a small orange center shield 
bearing a white tiger mask symbolizing the abiding spirit of 
Clemson. 
The crest is a gold palmetto tree, which emphasizes Thomas 
Green Clemson's desire that Clemson become "the people's 
university" for South Carolinians. It rises from a band of purple, 
orange, white and gold. The outer pair of colors, purple and gold, 
are the official colors of the University; the inner pair, orange and 
white, are Clemson's student colors. 
CANDIDATES FOR DOCTORS' DEGREES 
A. WAYNE BENNEIT, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Environmental Toxicology 
Frank Calhoun Bailey .~----------------------------- Bartlett, TN 
B.S., Rhodes College 
Dissertation: Factors Influencing the Uptake of Selenium by Ruppia Maritima 
Advisor: Dr. S. J. Klaine 
Adrian Joseph Nordone Clemson, SC 
B.S., Southampton University 
Dissertation: The Physiological and Interactive Toxicological Effects of Diadenosine Tetraphosphate (AP4A) and 1-
Methyl-4-(2'Methylphenyl)-1,2,3,6 Tetrahydropyridine (2'CH3MPTP) in Phedchromalytoma (PC12) Cells 
Advisor: Dr. E. Pivorun 
Plant Physiology 
Ricardo Campos Nunez --~~~-~-~~~~-~------------San Jose, Costa Rica 
B.Sc., Univers~y of Costa Rica; M.Sc., Texas A & M Univers~y 
Dissertation: Carbohydrate Metabolism in Antirrhinum Majus L. 
Advisor: Dr. W. B. Miller 
Jane Price Ellis Due West, SC 
B.S., Erskine College; M.A., Appalachian State University 
Dissertation: Characterization of In Vitro Cultured Cocklebur: Biotypes Resistant and Susceptible to the Organic Arsenical 
Herbicides 
Advisor: Dr. N. D. Camper 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Management Science 
Gerald L. Rudolph Columbia, SC 
B.S., University of Kentucky; M.B.A., Vanderbilt University 
Dissertation: An Investigation of the Usefulness of Detailed Scheduling Information for Planning Material Requirements 
Advisors : Dr. J. J. Kanet 
Dr. V. Sridharan 
Texllle and Polymer Science 
Marian Gayle McCord -~~~-=---~...,.---c~------------------Middletown , RI 
B.S., Brown University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: An Automated Torsion Balance for the Investigation of Microstructure of Single Filaments 
Advisor: Dr. M. Ellison 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Vocational and Technical Education 
Jacqueline Elaine Korengel -~~~~-~~~~-~--------------Cincinnati , OH 
B.B.A., Kennesaw College; M.B.A., Georgia State University 
Dissertation: Discriminating Between "Successful" and "Unsuccessful" Workplace Literacy Programs 
Advisor: Dr. W. Fisk 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Agricultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.) 
Maolin Zheng Beijing, China 
B.E. , Beijing Agricultural Engineering University ; M.Phil., Cranfield Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Investigation of the Impact of Agricultural Waste Lagoons upon Groundwater Quality in the Carolinas 
Advisor: Or. D. E. Brune 
B loeng lneerlng 
Guigen Zhang Shanghai, China 
B.S., M.S., Tongji University 
Dissertation: Micromechanics of Compressive Behavior in Fiber Reinforced Polymer Composite Biomaterials 
Advisor: Or. R. Latour 
Ceramic Engineering 
Steven Paul Jones - ------ --------------------- - North Olmsted, OH 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Structural Development in Mesophase Pitch-Based Carbon Fibers 
Advisor: Dr. C. C. Fain 
Chemical Engineering 
Lin-En Kuo ...,..----,-=-.,---,..,--.,----,----,~,.--=----,..,...,----,------------------ Taipei, Taiwan 
B.S., National Taiwan University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Neural Network Based Model Predictive Controller 
Advisor: Or. S. S. Melsheimer 
Jindrich Liska.,--.,..,,..-,---,-=--,--~.,--.,--..,--- =---------------------Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Institute of Chemical Technology-Prague 
Dissertation: Fuzzy Logic System Based Modeling and Control of Complex Chemical Processes 
Advisor: Dr. S. S. Melsheimer 
Thierry Renault =----.,..--,-,,-=-~c------,~-~-------------------- Dinan, France 
B.S., Ensic (France) ; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Processing of Fiber Reinforced Resins by 3-D Photolithography 
Advisor: Dr. A. A. Ogale 
Clvll Engineering 
William Edward Back- -,-----------,-,----,--- ----------------Greenville, SC 
B.S.A.S., M.S., University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign 
Dissertation: Quantifying Benefits of Electronic Technology 
Advisor: Dr. L. C. Bell 
Electrical Engineering 
Ser Yong Lim _____ ______________ ____ ___________ Singapore 
B.E., National University of Singapore ; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Partial State Feedback Link Position Tracking Controllers for Robotic Manipulator Systems 
Advisor: Dr. D. M. Dawson 
Environmental Systems Engineering 
Nancy Gail Love Blacksburg , VA 
S.S., M.S., University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign 
Dissertation : The Impact of Growth in a Dual Substrate Limited Environment on the Stability and Expression of a TOL 
Plasmid 
Advisor: Dr. C. P. L. Grady, Jr. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Shih-Yi Lu Taoyuan, Taiwan 
B.S., Chinese Culture University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Dynamic Behavior of a Slider-Crank Mechanism with a Flexible Coupler and Flexible Drive Train 
Advisor: Dr. I. Haque 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Forest Resources 
Jun-Mei Yao --------,--,---------------------------- Clemson, SC 
B.Sc., Wuhan University; M.S., Beijing College oi Forestry 
Dissertation: Characterization of Double-Standard RNA and Fungal Virus from Discula Destructiva 
Advisor: Dr. F. H. Tainter 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Brian Jack Hill Magna, UT 
B.S. , Brigham Young University 
Dissertation: Concepts of Wilderness Valuation 
Advisor: Dr. R. W. Mclellan 
Alice Norman Boise, ID 
S.S., University of Utah; M.S., University of Southern Mississippi 
Dissertation: Differentiating Between Recreation Activity Participants Through Use of Dispositional Profiles 
Advisor: Dr. F. A. McGuire 
Ming-chu Pan Taipei, Taiwan 
B.S., Tunghai University; M.S., Purdue University 
Dissertation: House Travel Consumption Applications of Limited Dependent Variable Models 
Advisor: Dr. W. Burnett 
Margaret Anne Persia East Stroudsburg, PA 
B.A. , M.S., Pennsylvania State University 
Dissertation : Differentiating Satisfaction Evaluations about Albuquerque, New Mexico, From Among Vacationers Who 
Used Convention and Visitors Bureaus as Information Sources 
Advisor: Dr. W. Burnett 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Biochemistry 
Sudarsan Jagannathan ______________________________ Madras, India 
B.Sc., University of Madras 
Dissertation: Characterization of Proton and Water Permeabilities Across Model Membrane Vesicles 
Advisor: Dr. G. L. Powell 
Chemistry 
Nuh-Tome Huang Taipei, Taiwan 
S.S., Fu Jen Catholic University 
Dissertation : Synthesis, Characterization and Excited State Properties of Polyazine Metallopolymer Complexes of 
Transition Metals 
Advisor: Dr. J. Peterson 
Yuhua Li Shenyang, China 
S.S., Dalian Light Industry Institute; M.S., China Textile University-Shanghai 
Dissertation: Modification of Formed-In-Place Microfiltration Membrane for Specific Protein Separations and Fundamental 
Studies of Affinity Membrane Separation Processes and Protein-Ligand Interactions 
Advisor: Dr. H. G. Spencer 
Computer Science 
John Fury Christ ---~---,--------------------------Greenville, SC 
S.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Neural Network Hidden Constraints, Partitioning and Fuzzy Control 
Advisor: Dr. E. W. Page 
Genetics 
Patricia Leota Tate Milledgeville, GA 
B.A. , Wesleyan College; M.S., Georgia College 
Dissertation: A Molecular Analysis of Stearoyl Acyl-Carrier-Protein Desaturase cDNA from Arachis Hypegaea L. and Its Use 
in a Molecular Systematic Study of the Section Arachis nomina nuda 
Advisor: Dr. A. G. Abbott 
Mathematical Sciences 
Kokou Yano Litibe Djanyikpo Abalo=~--:-----:------------------ Lome, Togo 
Diplom, University of Khoarkov (USSR) ; M.S., University of Illinois 
Dissertation : Berge and Nash Games: Existence Theorems and Applications 
Advisor: Dr. M. M. Kostreva 
Zhuojun Feng -::-,-,---:--,,,,--,---:-:=----:----:-:-;:--::-:----:,.,--,,---.,.,------- ------Clemson, SC 
S.S. , South China Institute of Technology ; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: A Study of Local Polynomial Regression 
Advisor: Dr. W. H. Ruckle 
Walter Forrest Jones --,,-~--,----- ----------------------Athens, GA 
B.S., M.S., University of Georgia 
Dissertation: A Numerical Analysis of Richards' Equation for Unsaturated Porous Media Flow 
Advisor: Dr. C. L. Cox 
Mathematical Sciences (continued) 
Christian John Wypasek_=-cc--~=-=---,-,-,---,,- ---------------Cleveland , OH 
B.S., Baldwin-Wallace College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Stochastic Models for Wor1<station Utilization 
Advisor: Dr. R. E. Fennell 
Mlcroblology 
Melody Jane Moore Sigmon Taylors, SC 
B.A., Winthrop College 
Dissertation: Effect of Ethidium Bromide on Mobility of DNA and Quantitation of UV-induced Lesions in DNA using 
Agarose Gel Electrophoresis 
Advisor: Dr. L. L. Larcom 
Physics 
Kalpak Arvind Dighe Bombay, India 
B.Sc., Univers~y of Bombay; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Coordinated Daytime Lidar and 430 MHZ Radar Observations of Lower Stratospheric and Mesospheric Wave 
Phenomena at Arecibo 
Advisor: Dr. L. M. Duncan 
Thomas Vincent Graham ------- -------------- ------- Centerville, OH 
B.S. , University of Dayton 
Dissertation: A Molecular Dynamics Study of Palladium with Defects and Impurities 
Advisor: Dr. J. R. Ray 
Robert Andrew Reed _ _ ~------~~--------------------_ Butler, TN 
B.S., East Tennessee State University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Predicting Single Event Upset Rates 
Advisor: Dr. P. J. McNulty 
zoology 
Elizabeth J. Balser Ninety Six, SC 
B.S., Lander College; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation : An Echinoderm Phylogeny Based on the Morphology of the Larval and Adult Axial Complex 
Advisor: Dr. E. E. Ruppert 
Thomas George Lamb Greenville, SC 
B.S. , Bob Jones University; M.S., University of West Florida 
Dissertation: The Ecology of Genetically Modified Rhizosphere Inhabiting Pseudomonadsan Contained and Field 
Environments 
Advisor: Dr. D. W. Tonkyn 
Jonathan Hale Plissner __________________ ____ ______ Springfield , VA 
B.S., Cornell University 
Dissertation: Proximate Causes of Female-Based Natal Dispersal in Eastern Bluebirds 
Advisor: Dr. P. A. Gowaty 
Stephen Randal Voss Florence, SC 
B.S., Francis Marion University; M.S., Western Carolina University 
Dissertation: Experimental Laboratory Analysis of Ecological and Genetic Components of Life History Variation in 
Ambystomatid Salamanders 
Advisor: Dr. D. G. Heckel 
CANDIDATES FOR EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
AND MASTERS' DEGREES 
A. WAYNE BENNETI, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Sarah Blessing Burns ___ ___ Pendleton, SC Debra Clowney Parnell _______ Florence, SC 
Henry Keith Cox Latta, SC James Edgar Peeples Toccoa, GA 
Keena Nancy Hardin Anderson, SC Charles Douglas Rice Hartwell, GA 
Timothy James Maye Wingate, NC Ricky Joe Taylor Williamston, SC 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURE 
Jeffrey Donald Cromer ______ Anderson, SC Paul Sheppard Thompson _____ _ Clemson, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Tania Loretta Espadas _ _____ Washington, DC Roshan Suresh Londhe _____ Orangeburg, SC 
Animal and Food Industries 
Chad Bryant Clardy ________ Liberty, SC Jennifer Ann Murray _ _ _____ St Louis, MO 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wiidiife Biology 
Renee Susan Alexius ______ Falls Church, VA Reuben Ratterree Goforth ______ Pickens, SC 
Michael Roger Denson Middleboro, MA Robert Scott Johns Lake City, FL 
Nathalie E. Devillers Loire, France James Edward Lyons Centerville, MA 
Entomology 
John Joseph Adamczyk, Jr. ___ North Olmsted, OH Kathryn Elena Ledin _______ Santa Rosa, CA 
Samuel Benson Hudson, Jr. Sumter, SC Morgan Angus McClure Charleston, SC 
Environmental Toxicology 
James Torin McCoy ________ Boerne, TX Corie Lynn Rockett ______ Virginia Beach, VA 
Horticulture 
Kirankumar Subramanya Mysore _ _ Mysore, India 
Nutrition 
Jonas Guerrier _______ Central, SC 
Plant Pathology 
Ortrun Ursula Presting _____ __ Kirkwood, PA William Patrick Wechter _______ Marietta, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Stephen Michael Aldrich ______ Calhoun, GA Coleman Austin Jordan ____ Shaker Heights, OH 
Jane Ellen Besley Plainfield, IL Sidney Allen Mullins Conway, SC 
Jonathan Spencer Dixon Trujillo, Peru Theodore Joseph Nourie Cincinnati, OH 
David Gregory Jones Easley, SC Robert David Tallarico Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF CITY ANO REGIONAL PLANNING 
Osvaldo Mallo -.,------- West Palm Beach, FL Jeffrey Stevens Richardson ___ Alexandria Bay, NY 
David Floyd Peete Fort Myers, FL John J. White Monroeville, PA 
MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Michael Walter Walsh Medford, MA 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Katherine Anne Cowan Newry, SC 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Joachim Ackermann Munich, Germany Galini Haramogli Athens, Greece 
Firas Alazmah Ottawa, Ontario Tatiana Hautefeuille Houston, TX 
Paolo Angeloni Massa, Italy Angela Rochelle Hawkins Atlanta, GA 
Christine Theresa Ansbro Brooklyn, NY Priscilla Lesley Heard Anderson, SC 
Elza Athanasiou Thessaloniki, Greece Natascha Ursula Hebell Mannheim, Germany 
Alli Steinarr Atlason Reykjavik, Iceland Claudia Herreramoro Mexico City, Mexico 
Christopher Calvin Ayer Decatur, GA Carla Ann Hippler Greenville, SC 
William Charles Barnett Greenville, SC Alexandra Hodac Saintes, France 
Jennifer Aelyn Batley Nepean, Ontario Michael Allen Holden Greenville, SC 
Ufuk Batum Istanbul, Turkey Jimmie Burton Howell II Brevard, NC 
William Harvey Bauer Clemson, SC Kimberly Michelle Hudgins Travelers Rest, SC 
Gregory David Beck Goose Creek, SC Timothy Clayton Hughes Lancaster, OH 
Franck Gerard Benedetti Altadena, CA Michele lanera Pordenone, Italy 
Cesare Bertini Ravenna, Italy Marco Iannaccone Pordenone, Italy 
Margherita Biancheri Roma, Italy Gwenaela Jaffredou Brest, France 
John Gray Bolton Ill Central, SC Cora Elizabeth Jenkins Queens, NY 
Donata Bortolin Sacile, Italy David Edward Kerstiens North Augusta, SC 
Adrijan Bradas Portoroz, Slovenia Susan Elizabeth Kesser West Columbia, SC 
Donna Lisa Brown Greenville, SC Jason Michael Kiss Toronto, Ontario 
Nathalie Catherine Brun Angers, France Derek Martin Kopke Laval, Quebec 
Kenneth Edward Burriss Laurens, SC Alicia Jill Laiewski Greer, SC 
Mark William Cameron Chapin, SC Steven Robert Lapham Jasper, NY 
Sandra Candido Pordenone, Italy Blandine Leclerc Rennes, France 
Alessandra Caneva Treviso, Italy Jeffrey Wayne Lee Denver, CO 
Laurent Nicolas Capelle Bernede, France Neungkyu Lee Seoul, Korea 
Michael A. Casale Monterey, CA Gheorghe Leonard Letea London, Ontario 
Audrey Cassal Angers, France Song Li Guangzhou, China 
Truls August Christensen Oslo, Norway Maria Licciardello Anzalone Catania, Italy 
Jose AnTonio Cicenia Caracas, Venezuela Piere Lucioli Ottieri Rome, Italy 
Susan Jean Coletta Chicago, IL Klaus Ludemann Gladbach, Germany 
Scott Alan Combs Clemson, SC Leslee Luedke-Joens Berkeley, CA 
Gino Conte Clemson, SC Francesco Nicholas Vincent Maiorino Ottawa, Ontario 
Thomas Coutu Seneca, SC Cherie Lynn Malone -- Princeton, NJ 
Tonya Denise Craig Anderson, SC Anthony Mancini Quebec, Canada 
James Michael Crawford Hartwell, GA Giulia Marini Boario Terme, Italy 
Saso Crnugelj-Gale Dobrunje, Slovenia lvo Matulja Jurdani, Croatia 
Gianfranco Danieli Silea-Treviso, Italy Paolo Mazza Conegliano, Italy 
Nathalie De Ceulaer Zoersel, Belgium Michele Kristine McCoig Groton, CT 
Marco DePanicis Benedetto!, Italy Stephen Allen McKee Orange, CA 
Flavio De Simone Torino, Italy Evelyn Ingrid Meierholzner ___ Munchen, Germany 
Cecile Dinet Pau, France Primoz Mihelic Koper, Slovenia 
Maria Antonietta Di Terlizzi ___ Ruvo Di Puglia, Italy Steven John Miller Simpsonville, SC 
Rhodiana Djajaseputra lakarta, Indonesia Gianni Monai Toruiscosa, Italy 
Ludovic Emmanuel Djidetchian_ Maisons Lalli, France Leonard Kenneth Moody Hendersonville, NC 
Jonathan Reed Duke Pocomoke, MD Rajkumar Palanna Bangalore. India 
Walter Corbett Dukes Ill Charleston, SC Nathan Joel Panning Greenville, SC 
Karen B. Ehmann Winston-Salem, NC Andrea Pellandra Bologna, Italy 
Matthew Louis Etten Greenville, SC Andreas Wolfgang Oliver Penninger ___ Marietta, GA 
Luciano Fabiano Beamsville, Ontario Fabienne Perreux Pau, France 
Claudio Facchini Pordenone, Italy Ingrid Bettina Pfahl Munich, Germany 
Ramon SanJuan Fernando Clemson, SC Thomas M. Pfeiffer Bethlehem, PA 
Alicia Michelle Fishburne Atlanta, GA Cathy Pinet Noisy-le-sec, France 
Sara Helen Fitzgerald Madison, CT William Eugene Polk, Jr. Taylors, SC 
Beverly Lynn Flichman Clemmons, NC Kelty Christine Reeves Simpsonville, SC 
Michele Francescutti Lasarsa, Italy Tulio Resnitzky Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
Ilona Franke Munich, Germany Kenny Ettore Rettore Sandnes, Norway 
James Matthew Freeman Sumter, SC John L. Rich Ill Springtown, TX 
Ado~ Furtado Bombay, India Janice West Richardson Anderson, SC 
Joseph David Galipeau Bernau , Germany Giuseppe Rosciano Montreal, Quebec 
Elizabeth Lynn Gallagher Beckley, WV Gregory Franz Albert Rump ___ Strasbourg, France 
Grazia Garuti Soliera, Italy Barbara Hedlin Rusis Munich, Germany 
Vincent Jerome Gau net Angers, France Olivier Alain Sailles Saint Herblain, France 
Daniela Geatti Udine, Italy Kenneth Gamal John Fernando Salvadore ____ _ 
Paola Eugenia Giannelli Bari, Italy Malton, Ontario 
Isabelle Christine Gillet Pau, France Gerardo Sanchez Clemson, SC 
Fabienne Gouatarbes Billere, France Melissa Bonnette Sanders Summerville , SC 
Christopher Karl Grant Greenville, SC Claudio Scardovi lmola, Italy 
Philip Roderick Gray Ill Abbeville , SC Giulio Scarnera Genova, Italy 
Ali Gurlek Ankara, Turkey Richard Schmidt Vaterstetten, Germany 
Hakan Vilhelm Gustafsson Munich, Germany Joerg Sellerbeck Luebeck, Germany 
Kerim Hanif Istanbul, Turkey Jean-Christophe Serralta Angers, France 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (continued) 
Mehregan Tavakoli-Sabour ___ __,-,--,--seattle, WA 
Frank Trentadue Montreal, Quebec 
Bartow Livingston Shaw Sumter, SC 
Clifford Charles Simunek Central, SC 
Alok Singh Kathmandu, Nepal Arnita Vakharia Ward Greenville, SC 
Michael Andrew Sjuggerud Orlando , FL Deighton Andrei Warner Toronto, Ontario 
Linda Rae Snyder Baltimore, MD Ludwig Weber Mindelheim, Germany 
Bettina Sonneveld Rotterdam, Netherlands Jeffrey Richard West Charlotte, NC 
Kalliopi Sotiropoulos Nepean, Ontario Shelly Renee Whelchel Gaffney, SC 
Samantha Jean Southern Raleigh, NC Richard Oliver White Pittsboro, NC 
Charles A. Standefer Chattanooga, TN Dawn Renee Whitworth Lexington, SC 
Rinat Anverovic Starkov Moscow, Russia Sebastien Wibaux Nantes, France 
Gary Edward Stehle Mundelein , IL Dmitri Wolfson St Louis, MO 
Teresa R. Sunder ___ Vancouver, British Columbia Bing Xie Beijing, China 
Sarka Svobodova Prague, Czechoslovakia Marzia Zarrpini Pagnacco, Italy 
Howard Wayne Swofford Kings Mountain, NC 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Gary Dean Heichel_-~-----~~-Oxford , Ml Clifford Charles Simunek -------=- Central, SC 
James Marvin Manley, Jr. Ware Shoals, SC Kay Miller Standridge Greenville, SC 
Steven Scott McDowell Greenville, SC David Lee Stone Sumter, SC 
Tsui-Lien Pai Central, SC Jed Patrick Welmaker Easley, SC 
James Henry Pollock II Taylors, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Francis Bernard Arana ___ Belize, Central America Maria Del Carmen Quinonez Lima, Peru 
Eta Buchberger Zagreb, Croatia Jill Russell Salley Central, SC 
Ramanan Laxminarayan Gaithersburg, MD Yingquan Shen Nanjing, China 
David Kenneth Lord Grenada, West Indies Yesim Rabia Subasi Ankara, Turkey 
Thomas Curt Morgan Cumming, GA Louis Joseph Zabaneh ___ Belize, Central America 
Christopher Gary Ponder Lilburn, GA 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Industrial Management 
Patrick Shane Barry ________ Florence, SC Srinivas Rao Karuturi _______ Bangalore, India 
Igor Dangelo Kappel Aruba, West Indies 
Textile Chemistry 
Juan Herrera Moro ______ Mexico City, Mexico Carey Christine Jordan _______ Beaumont, TX 
Textile Science 
Yanda Jin _________ Clemson, SC 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration 
Gail S. Fry --=--,,--,--------Toccoa, GA 
Dianne Briggs Gallagher Cornelia, GA 
James Richard Gallagher Cornelia , GA 
Warner Baxter Hunnicutt Clarkesville, GA 
Brenda Hitt Kelley Toccoa, GA 
Barry Wayne Knight Greenville, SC 
and Supervision 
Julian Carlton Lewis ________ Greenville, SC 
Sylvia Gay Mouchet Lavonia, GA 
Martha Johnson Noble Sparta, GA 
Daphene Colwell Paxton Eastanollee, GA 
Melissa Edwards Plaisted Toccoa, GA 
Donna Forester Reed Martin, GA 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration 
Terri Batson Bridges -,--------Toccoa, GA 
Stephanie Freeman Lackey Easley, SC 
John Walton Rogers Anderson, SC 
George Grady Sanders Toccoa, GA 
Counseling and 
Cynthia Cothran Alewine ______ Anderson, SC 
Jennifer Lee Dunn Batson Columbus, GA 
Barbara Spearman Bishop Anderson, SC 
Vilma Maroun Boon Little Falls, NJ 
Sara Powell Boyles Savannah, GA 
Melissa Louise Brancely Saco, ME 
Sean Christopher Cook Clemson, SC 
Marilyn Doscher Deloach Greer, SC 
Laura Kuhman Estes Charleston, SC 
and Supervision 
Sharon Parris Sanders _______ Frankfort, KY 
Kristi Leigh Vanderford Union, SC 
Tammy Charlene Vaughn Starr, SC 
Anneddie Stone Westwood Newberry, SC 
Guidance Services 
Jennifer Lee Forthman ______ Greenville, SC 
Tori Ann Foster Columbus, OH 
William Chad Goforth Greenville, SC 
Tamela Denise Griffin Seneca, SC 
Beaty Andrew Hall, Jr. Anderson, SC 
Robert England Hiott, Jr. Pickens, SC 
Melissa Hrbek Hyatt Simpsonville, SC 
Sharon Young Kirton Greenville, SC 
Carolyn Moore Kohlenhoefer Greenville, SC 
Counseling and Guidance Services (continued) 
Stacie Michelle Lee ________ Piedmont, SC Kerry Dawn Thompson _______ Clemson, SC 
Alisa Ann Levttt Jacksonville, FL Deborah Cox Vallance Greenwood, SC 
James Todd Long Anderson, SC Todd Matthew Wagner Bradley, IL 
Michelle Denise Nelson Memphis, TN Kathy J. Wells Greenville, SC 
Terri G. Roache Williamston, SC Angelica Ellman Williams Greenville, SC 
Gordon Hardy Shelton Altavista, VA Harold Eugene Wood Ninety Six, SC 
Jennijer Elaine Smith North Augusta , SC 
Elementary Education 
Beryl Jan Bowers Bailey ____ ___ Hartwell, GA 
John Lemuel Blackwell Pickens, SC 
Julie Marie Hunt~ ________ Greenville, SC 
Kimberly Ann Lecroy Hartwell, GA 
Pamela Lynnette Caldwell Anderson, SC Laura Myers Lynch Elberton, GA 
Janice Ophelia Certain Martin, GA Mary Sheppard Murphy Mt Airy, GA 
Donna Leigh Baker Cheek Hartwell, GA Lori Miranda Rose Toccoa, GA 
Katherine Rachel Creech Greenville, SC Amy R. Twitty Easley, SC 
Ashley Blake English Thomaston, GA Ruby Susan White Walhalla, SC 
Connie McClain Fowler Starr, SC Cheryl Ashley Woodruff Anderson, SC 
Patricia Oakley Howell Elberton, GA 
Reading 
Miriam Franks Arnold -------- Central , SC Deborah Ann Swygert _______ Anderson, SC 
Cheryl Willis Brewer Seneca, SC Tonya Denise Tucker Batesburg , SC 
Susannah Buckner Fricks Pendleton, SC Karen Wilson Tysl Belton, SC 
Jeannie Maglisceau Merrill Clemson, SC Martha Lu Wylie Chester, SC 
Kristine Marie Stadelman College Station, TX 
Secondary 
Jane Lewis Allen --,----- -----Anderson, SC 
Rhonda Harrison Collins Toccoa, GA 
Brenda B. Dickerson Hartwell, GA 
Cynthia Ruth Fox Greenville, SC 
Gregory William Fox Greenville, SC 
Special 
Catherine Anne Ashley ______ Chappaqua, NY 
Gina Darlene Blackman Hartwell, GA 
Inga Hamn Bryant Belton, SC 
Helen Epps Gardner Lake City, SC 
Jodi Lynn Gibson Beachwood , NJ 
James Robert Moore Anderson, SC 
Barbara Jane Newman Carmel, IN 
Rosemary Ann Prarat Easley, SC 
Melissa Langston Rosier Walhalla , SC 
Education 
Felicia Angela Hamilton ____ ___ Seneca, SC 
Melissa Jean Maxwell Moon Dewy Rose, GA 
Margaret Ruth Privette Pendleton , SC 
Rebecca Skaggs Ramsey Greer, SC 
Joy Aledia Williams Travelers Rest , SC 
Education 
Amanda Jean Scott --------~Sumter, SC 
Melanie Harper Sigler Elberton, GA 
Angela Marquise Stovall Anderson, SC 
Melissa Ann Szustak Seneca, SC 
Kathleen King Taylor Easley, SC 
Barbara Lynn Teets Central, SC 
Yvonne Richardson Wooten West Union, SC 
Lisa Kathryn Wright Livermore, CA 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Susan Stuart Allen--,--------~Greenville , SC Wanda H. Hill~-------~Greenwood, SC 
Joseph Calvin Avant Mt Pleasant, SC Charles Michael Jones Simpsonville, SC 
Claudia Anderson Cannon Seneca, SC Brian Larry McClain Anderson, SC 
Kelly Kathryn Creighton Irmo, SC M. Christ ine Richards Roy Greer, SC 
Bennie Cunningham, Jr. Seneca, SC Robert Thornwell Sill Mayo, SC 
Angela Gillespie Foxx Greenville, SC Joan Turner Woodard Greenville, SC 
Diane B. Freeman Greenwood, SC 
MASTER OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
John Scott Gilbert _ ________ Lilburn, GA Karthikeyan Srinivasan ____ __ Madras Ctty, India 
Philip Clark McCurley Seneca, SC 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Civil Engineering 
Milton Thomas Mellon ______ Johnstown, PA Richard Robert Schimizze _ ___ Summerville, SC 
Electrical 
Paula M. Archambeau --,--------Columbus, OH 
Michael Roger Blanchard Canaan, VT 
Steven Larry Folsom Thornton, CO 
Kenneth Dean Honaker Blue Springs, MO 
Engineering 
Luke Joseph Howard ______ Philadelphia, PA 
Kenneth Michael McGovern Burlington, NC 
Timothy A. Nicholas Westminster, CO 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College of 
Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering.) 
Darryl Glenn Black _________ Saluda, SC Jonn Ashley Foulk _______ Dallastown, PA 
Bioengineering 
Peter Gordon Allen Vestal, NY Stephen Lawrence Johnston ___ Harbor Beach, Ml 
Scott Brian Capps Stone Mountain, GA Julie Ann Miller Catonsville, MD 
Gregory Walter Hall Greeley, CO Linda Kristie Senn Clemson, SC 
Timothy Henry Harrington Janeway __ Pittsburgh, PA 
Chemical Engineering 
Araldina Corina Geiculescu ______ Clemson, SC James Allen Turner II ________ Pamplico, SC 
Clvll Engineering 
Lansana Coulibaly Clemson, SC Stanley Jarrell Smith _________ Gilbert, SC 
Brian Keith Elder Gaffney, SC Michael Duane Zaitz Beaufort, SC 
Maria Eugenia Espilondo __ Bahia Blanca, Argentina Yuquan Zheng Shenyang, China 
Computer 
Curtis Clell Ballard - - - ------ Fairfield, ID 
Arie David Blumer Gaines, Ml 
Kenneth Vincent Bridgers Easley, SC 
Nicolae Peter Costescu Arlington, VA 
Electrical 
Axel Busboom . ...,...,,---,---- Duesseldorf, Germany 
Stephen Michael Camacho Charleston, SC 
Dan Eric Hasenwinkel East Moline, IL 
Robert Milton Heil Seneca, SC 
Sridhar Lingam Clemson, SC 
Daniel Joseph Luke Greenville, SC 
Haili Ma Clemson, SC 
Engineering 
Kalyanaraman Venkataramanan --~~Madras, India 
Weiping Wang Shanghai, China 
Kenneth B. Winiecki, Jr. Amherst, NH 
Engineering 
Jaideep Mavoori ____ _ _ ___ Madras, India 
Hari Natarajan Bangalore, India 
Ravi Natarajan Downers Grove, IL 
Robert Charles Palazzo Columbia, SC 
Sumi! Singh Clemson, SC 
Praveen Kumar Vedagarbha Clemson, SC 
Marl< Allen Wait Lawton, OK 
Environmental Systems Engineering 
Debra Joan Castens Manhattan Beach, CA John Emory McCray, Jr. Buckhannon, WV 
James Francis Chamberlain Knoxville , TN Jerry Lee McMurray Taylors, SC 
Attredo Hernan Cueva ___ Ecuador, South America Paul David Nunley Charleston, WV 
David Laurens Despeaux Easley, SC Thomas Neil Sargent, Jr. Stone Mountain, GA 
Russell Wellington Goff Raleigh, NC Kim Ormonde Sidey --- Jackson, SC 
Sanjay Guha New Delhi, India Michael Sutton Clemson, SC 
Timothy Jon Kanzelmeyer Aliquippa, PA Todd Allen Turner Ladson, SC 
Brian Richard Kistner Palm Harbor, FL 
Industrial 
Mansoor Abbas Bhinderwala ___ Coral Springs, FL 
Madhu Borra Clemson, SC 
Mar1<AdamCassol Blacksburg, VA 
Venkatesha Mallur Chakravarthy ___ Bangalore, India 
Prashant Mohan Datar Bombay, India 
Muhammad Nasir Gulzari Islamabad, Pakistan 
Mar1<us Hemprich Munich, Germany 
Mechanical 
James Francis Bouchard Rochester, NY 
Ravishankar Bulusu Hyderabad, India 
Christopher John Constantine _ __ Charleston, SC 
Elias Carmelo Lorenzo Valencia, Venezuela 
Engineering 
Leelakumar Venkata Kaza Clemson, SC 
Vijayabhasker Reddy Kommidi _ _ _ Hyderabad, India 
Edward Joseph Pusey Summerville, SC 
Javeed Shaik Bangalore, India 
Pradeep Singh Clemson, SC 
Afzal Sulaiman Bangalore, India 
Subba Rao V. Vedula Clemson, SC 
Engineering 
Stephen Robert Merschat ___ North Versailles, PA 
Nerlagunte Bheemarao Rajeev Belgaum, India 
Sunder Sesha Venkat Vaduri __ Andra Pradesh, India 
Kevin Chung-Wai Yeung Hong Kong 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
Scott Alan Turner Easton, PA 
MASTER OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Leslie Elizabeth Conrad _ _____ Greensboro, NC Karen Mohr Sunshine ------~- Covina, CA 
Harold Gregory Hawkins Clemson, SC April Lee Turner Spartanburg, SC 
Ashley Elizabeth Miller Charlotte, NC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Forest 
Damien Pierre Bonal ~------Sonnaz , France 
Resources 
Robert Eugene Carter, Jr. Rock Hill, SC 
Virginia Ann Hare ________ ~Clemson, SC 
Allyne Jeanette Heiterer Charleston, SC 
Timothy Henderson Chesnut Gaylesville, AL Jody Keith Knox Dyer. TN 
Jennifer Rose Conkle Bloomfield, IN 
PARKS, RECREATION, AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT 
Melissa Dimmack Owen _____ Mechanicsville, VA Christopher Todd Smith ______ Lexington, NC 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
(Master of Public Administration is jointly administered 
by Clemson University and the University of South Carolina.) 
Leigh Britt Franks ________ Greenville, SC Alyson Gayle Price _______ Chesterfield, MO 
Sarah Elizabeth Penick Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Jerry Jennings Alexander Smyrna, SC Marion Julia Kane _________ Elberton, GA 
Charlotte Anne Cassidy Greenwich, CT Julia Burch Lark Clemson, SC 
Peter Anthony Cipriani Suffern, NY Jacklyn Renae Pierce Springfield, MO 
Tara Champion DuBose-Schmitt __ Jefferson City, TN Brian Gregory Powell Clemson, SC 
Rachel Lee Elkins Amherst, VA Anne Marie Schmidt Bryan, TX 
David Dean Fisher St Louis, MO Teresa Nicola Sims Jd'nesville, SC 
Amy Caroline George Laurens, SC Betsey Susann Zwing East Smithfield, PA 
Thomas James Johnson Winona, MN 
History 
Michael Henry Burchett ______ Jonesville, VA Robert Craig Field -,--------=-·Seneca, SC 
John Wells Ellenberg Anderson, SC Robert Miles Gillespie Greenville, SC 
Professional Communication 
John Michael Bailey _______ Simpsonville, SC Laura Kaye Blume _______ Spartanburg, SC 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Rebecca Morgan Greene _____ Spartanburg, SC Rebecca Bolt Kovaz _______ Anderson. SC 
Donna Faye Haynes Asheville , NC Janice Garrison Lanham Greenville, SC 
Anita Elaine Hyler Saluda, SC Kimberly Ann Tobias Greenville, SC 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Chemistry 
Sean Lawrence Gahan _______ Clemson, SC John William Taylor ________ Greenville, SC 
Computer Science 
Devidas Ajtt Gupta _________ Clemson, SC Koteswararao Madireddi ______ Boca Raton, FL 
Sanjeev K. Gupta Clemson, SC Ajtt Gopalakrishnan Nair Bombay, India 
Vinit Jindal Clemson, SC Bipin D. Pradhan Bombay, India 
Ekkehard Guenther Koehler Jena, Germany Umang Saini San Jose, CA 
Anand Krishnaswamy Clemson, SC 
Hydrogeology 
Joseph Lee Tinsley Anderson, SC 
Mathematical 
Ethan M. Baldwin~-------~-Conroe , TX 
Julianne Marie Coffman Nevada City, CA 
Russell Andrew Martin Acworth , GA 
Sciences 
Brian Keith Schulte --------~Chaska, MN 
Jian Wang Clemson, SC 
Microbiology 
Celine Alexia Godard Clemson, SC 
Physics 
Ning Luo~--~-~-----~Clemson , SC Heng Zeng ___________ Clemson, SC 
Laysalle Orlando Ravenel Roosevelt , NY 
Zoology 
Diana DuBois Alford ____ Pendleton, SC 
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELORS' DEGREES 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
THOMAS ROSS WILKINSON, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Jeffrey Scott Butler _______ Orangeburg, SC Chad Shealy Lewis _______ ,Huddleston, VA 
Agricultural Education 
James Spivey Miller, Jr. Salters, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
James WiUiam Bryan Ill ________ Ruffin , SC Thomas Elam Lee _________ Alcolu , SC 
John William Ducworth Ill Summerton, SC Kenneth Scott Wells Ware Shoals, SC 
Stacey Ann Ledford Easley, SC 
Animal Industries 
Andrew Scott Stone ___ Johnsonville, SC 
Aquaculture, Fisheries, 
Michael Albert Andahazy ______ Annapolis, MD 
Wilson Kenneth Britton II Hollywood, SC 
··Rachel Elizabeth Collins Clemson, SC 
and Wildlife Biology 
Patrick Riley Moss --------- Ruby, SC 
Jason Jeffery Myers Aiken, SC 
Food Science 
Kimberly Jean Kresge ______ Manasguan, NJ ·sandra Jo Moyer ________ Ridgeville, SC 
Horticulture 
Matthew Allen Lenhardt _____ Winter Garden, FL Thomas Curtis Mcswain 111, ______ Minturn, SC 
Plant Pathology 
•Donna Elaine Harvey Camden, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE 
JAMES FRAZIER BARKER, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Design 
William Albert Dotterer ______ Charleston, SC Pierre Marie Georges _______ Bamberg, SC 
Mary Rebecca Ferrara Mt Pleasant , SC 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Laura Hunter Howard _______ Florence, SC Jennifer J. Rima _______ East Hampton, NY 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Ashli Denise Buckner _____ North Augusta, SC Joel Fredrick Kirby ________ Greenville, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
Richard Scott Alexander ____ ~--,-Clemson , SC 
Scott Clayton Appleton Lake Charles, LA 
Anna Isabella Harris ~----~ Washington, DC 
Donald James Joseph Fort Lauderdale, FL 
James Mcleod Blakeney Lugoff, SC •Richard J. Lauer Kinnelon , NJ 
·Mark David Chostner Aiken, SC Anthony Todd Montgomery Clover, SC 
Philip Alan Dance Clinton, SC Thomas Branan Ruffin Augusta, GA 
John Philip DeMent Columbus, GA Warren David Smith Chester Springs, PA 
Marcus Ray Dunn Anderson, SC 
Design 
Jared C. Compton ________ Lexington, SC Lee Edward Thomason Ill ______ Greenville, SC 
•Kristian Matthew Piacine Ocean City, MD 
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 
JERRY EUGENE TRAPNELL, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
Jason M. Baker _________ Annapolis, MD Barry Eugene Brooks _______ Greenville, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
Talinnian Lenard Byrd ------__,..Lexington, SC Cynthia Lewis King Easley, SC 
Robert Lowell Dilling, Jr. Long Valley, NJ .. James Robert Noullet Spartanburg, SC 
James P. Gilroy Oyster Bay, NY Hughes Calvin Pennington, Jr. ___ Spartanburg, SC 
Dianna Lynne Hiller Walhalla, SC Jill Christine Rossi Davidson, MD 
Derrick Ho Clemson, SC Dana Michelle Smith Calhoun Falls, SC 
Robert Keith Jones Hilton Head Island, SC Wesley Blair Spurrier Clover, SC 
Rebecca Elaine Jumper Cameron, SC Travis Wayne Thomas Belton, SC 
Katherine Susan Kay Lexington, SC Dyzion Dekay Wakefield Central, SC 
Amanda Ruth King Lexington, SC ••Ashley Michelle Witt Asheville, NC 
Economics 
Scott Michael Behuniak _______ Mclean , VA Graham Riddle Howle Greenville, SC 
William Keith Dozier, Jr. Stafford, VA Shannon Elizabeth Huback Duluth, GA 
Bradly Allen Fortner Greenwood, SC Michael Roland McCormick Lexington, SC 
Michelle Nicole Ghadban Manassas, VA Christopher Reynolds Widener ____ Annapolis, MD 
Financial Management 
'Tonya Danika Bridwell ________ Taylors , SC 
Charles Douglas Campbell Summerville, SC 
Karen Denise Heiskell Kohlmayer __ Maynardville, TN 
Barry Rowin Lester High Point, NC 
Richard Owen Cannon, Jr. Greenville, SC "Linda Michelle Lewis Kingstree, SC 
Glynn Lindsey Capell Greenville, SC Manda Marcie Moore Charleston, SC 
Brian Christopher Clements Smithfield, VA Gordon Collins Nettles Charleston, SC 
Rodney Kevin Cromer Chapin, SC Deidre Nicole Palmer Anderson, SC 
Jason Arnez Davis Pensacola, FL James Vincent Portalatin Ridgewood, NJ 
Ronald Davis Earl, Jr. Hixson, TN Jeffrey John Proper Chester, VA 
Phillip David Evans Pendleton , SC Jason Andrew Schaefer Reisterstown, MD 
Rebecca Holmes Aiken, SC James Frederick Touzeau Pickens, SC 
Deborah Hughes Hunter Belton , SC Keith Earl Turner Sussex, NJ 
Heidi Lynn Kahl Huntley, IL Jennifer Roxanne Whetsell Lexington, SC 
Blake Kennedy Burton , SC Samuel Blucher Wilcher Spring Valley, NY 
Industrial Management 
Robert Joseph Balcerzak, Jr. ___ Summerville , SC Randy Gilbert Furr -------- Marshville, NC 
LePorte Donald Brooks Bishopville , SC Barber Knightner, Jr. Rock Hill, SC 
Patrick Edward Dean Annapolis, MD Byron LeNard Morris Columbia, SC 
Stacy Lynn Eakes Atlanta, GA Lorraine Antoinette Nealy Riverdale, GA 
Management 
Angela Lynn Alexander -------,--c Central, SC Jeffrey Charles Leone _____ North Augusta , SC 
David Nelson Aregood Lakewood, CO Bruce Matthew Martin Beckley, WV 
Nicholas Christian Slinsky Struthers, OH Paul Carter Miller Clover, SC 
John Farrell Bordages Binghamton , NY Ryan Scott Nix Easley, SC 
Gregory Earl Burch Clemson, SC Christine Ruth Percival Churchton, MD 
Brian Keith Cannon Charleston, SC Gina Renee Phillips Gaffney, SC 
Stephanie Carol Cannon Clemson, SC Gregory Alan Renedo Columbia, SC 
Deborah Jean Carr Double Oak, TX Kimberly Anne Seaford Seneca, SC 
Jennifer Jane Clark Goshen, NY Courtney Lynn Singleton Baltimore, MD 
Michael John Couture Surfside Beach, SC Peter Albert Smith Timonium, MD 
Travis Todd Curtis Paducah, KY Jeffrey Hilliard Spearman Greenville, SC 
Jonathan Nicholas Elias Bexley, OH Thomas Klugh Turner IV Fayette, GA 
Meredith Raynor Fitts Lugoff , SC Martin Lee Waldrep Pelzer, SC 
Stephen Bertram Frazier Annandale , VA Lou Ann Waldrop Newberry, SC 
Alan James Fritz Greenville, SC James Edward Walsh Laurens, SC 
Jeffrey Howard Garrison Piedmont, SC Michael Richard Williams Mamaroneck, NY 
Thaddeus Lee Hoshall Seneca, SC Kevin Platt Wimberly Columbia, SC 
Christopher LaMar Johnson Easley, SC .. Linda Michelle Winchester Walhalla, SC 
Michael David Kunz San Antonio , TX 
Marketing 
Vincent Betts Atkinson, Jr. ____ ~ Piedmont, SC Kaori Mott ~----------Mandeville , LA 
Nicole Renee Bass Bennettsville, SC Gary Brian Nix Pickens, SC 
Kevin Daniel Berounsky Miami Springs, FL Eric William Paterno Middletown, NJ 
Patrick Joseph Broome Rock Hill, SC Edward Joseph Rose Gaithersburg, MD 
'Vivian Ruth Bryson Greer, SC Whitney Lee Ross Kingsport, TN 
Jennifer Susan Burke Norwell, MA Gary Lee Safrit, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Nicole Chere Davidson Spartanburg, SC Steven Wayne Stromberg Mauldin, SC 
John Thomas Dawson Ill Mifflinburg, PA Andrew Kevin Watson Greenville, SC 
Neal Lindley Geiman Roswell, GA Nelson Hill Welch Greer, SC 
Robert Scott Hedworth Charlotte, NC Jeffrey Michael White Arlington , TX 
Rachel Suzanne King Anderson, SC Clint Joseph Wilhelm La Plata, MD 
Jefferson Woolf Mitchell Clemson, SC 
Textile Chemistry 
Christopher Scott Wall Aiken, SC 
Textile Management 
Jamison Zachary Freeland _____ Greenville, SC Mark Ashton LeGette_~-----~Marietta , GA 
Virginia Bess Jones Easley, SC 'Marvin Randall Seabrook Greenville, SC 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
BOBBY GUINN WIXSON, Acting Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Sheridan Vail Alexandria, VA 
Elementary 
Sheri Lynn Adkins_-,,-------=,,,..Dover, DE 
Brannan Patrice Bell Williamston, SC 
Allison Harrington Bogan Clemson, SC 
.. Lara Suzanne Coley Starr, SC 
Danielle Lynn Crittendon Anderson, SC 
... Joan Stewart Freeman Mauldin, SC 
Secondary 
'Maria Elena Bonner ------~Greenville , SC 
.. Christy Elaine Dukes Reevesville, SC 
.. Allison Marie Kilgore Greenville, SC 
Jeffrey Len Leard Westminster, SC 
Lana Denise McCall Walhalla, SC 
Amy Olivia Melton Easley, SC 
'Sharyn Clare Meyer San Antonio , TX 
Education 
Joy Aleece Griffin Columbia, SC 
Kristin JohAnn Hart Sumter, SC 
... Deborah Singleton Hemmerlein __ Anderson, SC 
Meredith Anne Murphy Edgefield, SC 
LuAnn Galloway Powell Columbia, SC 
Michelle Elizabeth Thomas Aiken, SC 
Education 
'Patricia Sharrah Montague Easley, SC 
'Dea Marie Newman Powdersville , SC 
Robert Carl Ratterree West Columbia, SC 
Amy Lynn Sheffer Sumter, SC 
'Susan Lynn Thompson-Rodriguez __ Greenville, SC 
Cheryl LaShon White Greenville, SC 
Special Education 
'Julie Ann Gibbs __________ Seneca, SC "David Bradley Trade _______ Anderson, SC 
Tarrence Bryan McGovern Arlington, VA Lisa Hayden Williams Summerville, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Graphic Communications 
Kevin Scott Brown ________ Greenville, SC Lindsay Marion Phillips ________ Seneca, SC 
'Michael Maurice Grant Walhalla, SC David Scott Scherrep Clemson, SC 
Cecil Oates Huey Ill Clemson, SC Anna Margaret Watson Orangeburg, SC 
Robert Wyatt Hunter Summerville, SC 
Industrial Education 
Troy Joseph Bouzakis ______ Middletown, NY Patrick Brent LeJeune ______ Lake Charles, LA 
.. Sharon Lee Crabtree Seneca, SC Edward McDaniel Batesburg, SC 
Mathematics 
Kami Dee Appleton ------------, Easley, SC 
"Kristi Futrill Cole Camden, SC 
Karen Elizabeth George Parkton, MD 
Teaching 
Portia Dolyn Gibbs~ _______ Pamplico, SC 
.. Rebecca Lynn Padgett Columbia, SC 
Cary Alan Schoener Jacksonville, NC 
Science Teaching 
Paula Marie Carr~--~-----~ Easley, SC Michael Scott Kerwin ________ Seneca, SC 
William Thomas Hammond Greenville, SC Katherine Alice Plummer Vienna, VA 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
THOMAS MICHAEL KEINATH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural Engineering 
(Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the College 
of Agricultural Sciences and the College of Engineering .) 
•Kevin E. Anderson ________ Camden, SC Kenneth Lee Forrester ~~~----- Greer, SC 
Jeffrey Scott Field Taylors, SC Robert Cunningham Richards, Jr. Clover, SC 
Ceramic Engineering 
Eric Edward Eastman, Jr. ____ __ Piedmont, SC Tinika Christine Holman _ _ ____ _ Ladson, SC 
John Brantley Free Bamberg, SC Carolyne Anne Straiford Charleston, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
Carlton Lee Matthews ___ Greenwood, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Wendi Ayanna Brooks _____ West Chester, PA Sean Alexander Joyce ______ _ .Alexandria, VA 
Marvin C. Caldwell Charleston, SC James Brian Long Rock Hill , SC 
Thomas Edward Camp Georgetown, SC Kelly Britt Sellars Pacolet Mills, SC 
Steven Ronald Coker Charleston, SC Elizabeth Brantley Sheehan Columbia, SC 
Jason Judson Dandridge Cottageville , SC Kristin Claudine Tarman Peachtree City , GA 
James Francis Donahue Mahwah, NJ John Allen Thompson IV Greenville, SC 
Joel Shea Ellis Lancaster, SC •Michael Swanson Ulmer Greer, SC 
Laura Ann Geddings . Winnsboro , SC Darren James Webb Milledgeville, GA 
Nicholas Hranowsky, Jr. Greenville, SC •Ryan Spencer Wright Laurens, SC 
Computer Engineering 
Lisa G. Hansen ---------Edgewater, MD Leslie Fullington Youngblood ____ Anderson, SC 
Electrical 
Jack Anderson--,--------=- Liberty, SC 
Dennis Ray Barker, Jr. Greenville, SC 
Boyd Keith Batson, Jr. Seneca, SC 
Richard Weston Bostic Greenville, SC 
Christopher John Diak Fort Mill, SC 
Engineering 
Tenishelah DeVere Dixon _____ Savannah, GA 
James Brian Richardson Goldsboro, NC 
Lawrence Richard Upton, Jr. Greenville, SC 
+' ''Clint Simmons Wilkins Blacksburg, SC 
Engineering Analysis 
Scott Reynallt Nordgren ___ Lexington, SC 
Industrial Engineering 
Michael Todd Becker ______ Goose Creek, SC 
Bethany Lea Buckner North Augusta, SC 
Adrian Mark Hunter ------.,-,.--.,,...-~ Pickens, SC 
Janna Marie Jones North Myrtle Beach, SC 
Woodrow Wilbert Bunch, Jr. Hanahan, SC Kuan-Shiu Kuo Taiwan, China 
Stacey Scott Cooper Simpsonville, SC Angelia Francine Ladd Easley, SC 
Winston Henry Hermann, Jr. Columbus, OH Michael Lawrence Thow Florence, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
David Allen Brown _ _______ Greenville, SC Michael Wayne Merck ______ Pendleton, SC 
Ryan Garner Kembel Seneca, SC William Scott Outlaw Rockingham, NC 
Michael Lee Lyon II Anderson, SC Kevin Plomaritis St Petersburg, FL 
COLLEGE OF FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES 
BENTON HOLCOMB BOX, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Forest Resource Management 
Thurston Lyles Chavis Ill _ ______ Chapin, SC .. Thomas Clifford Rowland Ill ____ Columbia, SC 
Joel Radford Cox Seneca, SC James Drew Williams Inman, SC 
Wylie Bertrand Patterscn Blair, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Lawrence Lorenzo Armstead, Jr. ___ Monticello, NY Thomas Edward Ragan, Jr. Inman, SC 
Brandan Leigh Arthur Springfield, VA Thad Michael Ridgley Baden, PA 
Cyre Trevillian Boggs Jacksonville, FL Shawn Harold Satterfield Easley, SC 
Calvin Stephan Brown Anderson, SC Victoria Elizabeth Schafer Beaufort, SC 
Maria Carrino Neptune, NJ Maurice Daniel Shearer Liverpool, NY 
Charles Earl Corrigan Marietta, GA Brian Scott Simmons Dakton, VA 
Scott Richard Ellis Waco, TX Ambrose Hooper Skardon Ill Greenville, SC 
+•Amy Porcher Erwin Beaufort , SC Bryan Hancock Taylor Greenville, SC 
Edwina Catherine Foley Aliso Viego, CA Louis Francis Voorhees II Greenville, SC 
James Gregory Hood Anderson, SC Karen Renee Wais Mauldin, SC 
Jennifer Trail Jamison Columbia, SC Kevin Kent Whitaker Mt Pleasant, SC 
Ade Evelyn Kwange Benue State, Nigeria Jane Suzanne Wisenbaker ____ North Augusta, SC 
Michael John Mammon Budd Lake, NJ John Thomas Woodham Ill Sumter, SC 
Joe Harrell Milne Jacksonville, FL 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
JAMES FRAZIER BARKER, Acting Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
English 
David Sanford Adams _______ Clemson, SC Bredae Pigg Graves ________ Pageland, SC 
Sheri Denise Blackshire Greenville, SC Kerri Ann Hamberg Travelers Rest, SC 
Pope Lee Buford IV Greenville, SC Natalie Louise Lee Sumter, SC 
Caryn Diane Clark Hendersonville, NC Christian Bethea Lowder Florence, SC 
Gabriella Ann Davis Florence, SC Elizabeth Ford Mower Gladwyne, PA 
Ann DeSaussure Rockville, MD Susan Thistle Myers Scituate, MA 
Marianne Michael Donohue Philadelphia, PA "Lance R. Oehrlein New Orleans. LA 
Brian Paul Ford Hummelstown, PA Nancy A. Orfinik Greenville, SC 
Bret Rutledge Galloway Easley, SC Bryan Douglas Slattery Columbia, SC 
History 
Gregory Ray Castles Winnsboro, SC John Marino ~~~-------~-Belmar, NJ 
Christopher Henson Chapman Walhalla, SC Clttford Christian Parker Tuckerton, NJ 
Scott Gardner Chappell Ontario, CA Clarmon Brent Stone Florence, SC 
April L. Fulmer Sylvania, OH Michael Robert Waldrop Greenville, SC 
Christopher Warren Haire Greenville, SC Elissa Dawn Wilkerson North Augusta, SC 
David Edward Jennings Greenville, SC .. Anna Marie Williams Columbia, SC 
"Heather Lynn Lippman ___ Glenwood Springs, CO Kenyatta Nilee Williams Anderson, SC 
Language and 
Maria Alicia Barrientos ___ San Salvador, El Salvador 
Meredith Calderon Arlington, VA 
Trevor Graham Green Austin, TX 
Ashley Thompson Hyche Simpsonville , SC 
International Trade 
Susan Dianne Knight Isle of Palms, SC 
Dirk Alexander MacDo_w_e-cll----- Charleston, SC 
Brooke Meredith McKay Ridgewood, NJ 
Polltlcal Science 
Vanessa Ann Brown Columbia, SC 
Nikki Veronica Cureton Lancaster, SC 
Shannon Elizabeth McBride _____ = Homer, AK 
Jeffrey Paul Medici Plymouth, MA 
James Edward Dangerfield, Jr. __ Moncks Corner, SC Catherine Elizabeth Miano Leesville , SC 
Preston Lee Davis West Columbia, SC Jimmy Carlton Powell, Jr. Loris, SC 
Kimberly Lynn Foster Greenville, SC Hulic Boney Ratterree, Jr. Methuen, MA 
Gene Allen Garris, Jr. Columbia, SC Brett David Sowell Taylors, SC 
Ph alba LeAnne Jeanes Easley, SC James Michael Turner Newberry, SC 
Natasha Marleen Kremer Titusville , FL Adrienne Corinne Woodside Columbia, SC 
William Randall Lanford Walhalla, SC 
Psychology 
Timothy Andrew Angevine Anderson, SC Worthy Land Robbins Manning, SC 
Michelle Lynn Basco Greenwood, SC Christopher Joseph Schuster __ Peachtree City, GA 
Angela Teresa Brown Pendleton, SC Meredith Cameron Taylor Raleigh, NC 
Christopher Post Gartelmann _ Schooley's Mountain, NJ Tyrone Walker Union, SC 
"Kristin Leigh McKitrick Wilmington, NC Richard B. Woodward Sioux City, IA 
Catherine Copeland Payne Clinton, SC 
Sociology 
Timothy Evan Bosier ______ St Petersburg , FL Jonathan Edward Felger _____ Charleston, SC 
Anne Biscotto Cathey Liberty, SC Beverly Michelle Garrett Walhalla, SC 
Katherine Anne Dean Dunwoody, GA Thomas Ryan Norris, Jr. Easley, SC 
J'Leigh Feinman Fort Lauderdale, FL Kena Lashae Steeple Seneca, SC 
Speech and Communication Studies 
Stephen Clyde Gilbert ______ Greenwood, SC Katherine Jane Snipes _______ Marietta, GA 
Jenntter Ann McGirt Columbia, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
History and Spanish 
David Clayton Cook Brevard, NC 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 
OPAL SHEPARD HIPPS, Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health Science 
Jean Henson Hardigree ____ ___ Hartwell, GA Jana Annette Schade _ ______ Clemson, SC 
Nursing 
Roger Dean Bolt --------c=-- Belton, SC Melanie Catherine Lewis -----~-. Greer, SC 
Lisa Claire Burton Spartanburg, SC Janice Lee McAlister Anderson, SC 
Nicole Lynn Cardone Greenville, SC Karen Sue Miller Livonia, Ml 
Angela Renee Clayton Greenville, SC Dana Brown Mitchell Anderson, SC 
Karen Marie Cooke Downingtown, PA Tara Nicole Moss Anderson, SC 
Kimberly Lynn Gaston Statesboro, GA Catherine Jeanne Nutt Parsippany, NJ 
Nina Marie Collins Gross Salem, SC Janice Nelda Parker Seneca, SC 
John Mark Harbin Easley, SC Jill Caroline Patterson Antreville, SC 
Jennifer Anne Harbison High Point , NC Leigh Deahl Pickens Anderson, SC 
Lora Alaine Hughes Conway, SC + '"Reynette Busby Rhodes Easley, SC 
"Tina Duncan Hunter Greenville, SC Kelley Danielle Sellers Blythewood, SC 
Katherine Anne Knight Orangeburg, SC Catherine Elizabeth Shealy Springfield, VA 
Julie Ann Lankford Rock Hill , SC Sharri Lasonya Williams Pamplico, SC 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES 
BOBBY GUINN WIXSON, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Mathematical Sciences 
"William James Louis Adams _ ___ Lake Mary, FL Krista Marie Neidig _ ______ Pennsauken, NJ 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biochemistry 
Holly Marie Dayton ____ _ ____ Monroe, CT Jonathan Patrick Hunt ___ ____ Florence, SC 
Michelle Leigh Evans Clemson, SC Michael Todd Standridge Greenville, SC 
Biological 
+"Amy Michele Belew_~-- Powder Springs, GA 
Julius Culpepper Brooks IV Perrysburg, OH 
Charles Pacer Cuttino Elloree, SC 
Sciences 
Robert Herron Evans Ill ______ ~_ Aiken, SC 
Anna Katherine Ogburn Mooresville, NC 
Sidney Devonn Poole Woodruff, SC 
Chemistry 
Harry Whittier Rollins _______ Charleston, SC Bullie Laura Sloan ________ Edgefield, SC 
Kristian Michael Scaboo Salisbury, MD 
Computer Information Systems 
Jacqueline Racine Edens. ______ Piedmont, SC Randall Everett Martin _ ___ ____ Seneca, SC 
Daria Linette Marlow Ridge Spring, SC Guy Coleman Roberts Atlanta, GA 
Khang Lamont Martin Seneca, SC Durward Patrick White Sumter, SC 
Computer Science 
Kevin Raynard Anderson Columbia, SC 'Kevin Scott Richey ________ Anderson, SC 
"'Savita Chandran Greenville, SC Patrick David Stack Camden, SC 
Christopher Robert Razzano ___ Summerville , SC Daniel James Wh~e Roswell , GA 
Geology 
Daniel Preston Osbourne ______ _ Taylors, SC Brian Edwin Sisk _____ _____ Seneca, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
Ann-Janette DuBose _______ Thomaston, GA John Freeman Hooker Ill ______ Columbia, SC 
Medical Technology 
Amanda Michele Davis ____ __ ~_ McBee, SC 
Cheri Lateisha Franklin Georgetown, SC 
'Elisabeth Marie Hill _________ Dallas, TX 
Darryl Levon McBride Dillon, SC 
Sonya Laverne Gomillion Aiken, SC Tanya Maureen Taylor Ware Shoals, SC 
Microbiology 
~:~~:~~~n~ri~i:y-n_k ___ ___ Powd%~:~::: ~~ Benny Pope ___ ___ ______ Aiken, SC 
Physics 
+·Donald Gay Owens ___ _ _ Pickens, SC 
·cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.40 to 3.69 
••Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.70 to 3.89 
•••Summa cum laude: A grade point ratio of 3.90 to 4.00 
+Senior Departmental Honors: The students so designated have earned a B or better in the six to twelve credits 
of honors work at the upper division level in a program designed by their department. They have maintained a 
minimum GPR overall of 3.40. They appear in the line of march with an honors medallion on an orange and purple 
ribbon. 
Historical Statement 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who 
left the bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the 
institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the Royal 
School of Mines in Paris (1828-1832). His early profession was that of a mining 
engineer; however, circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life 
of a southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate of scientific 
agriculture. He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affairs to Belgium, 1844-
1852) and served as the first Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs in Washington 
(1860). As a scientist he published numerous articles in the fields of mining, 
chemistry and agriculture. His varied activities included his assistance in the 
founding of the Maryland Agricultural College, his support of the Morrill Act, his 
leadership in South Carolina after the Civil War, and his part in founding Clemson 
University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of South Carolina's John C. Calhoun, a 
political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth 
century. Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as a 
national shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an enrollment 
of 446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four-year curricula, 
supplemented by two two-year preparatory courses. Today the University has 
ten major academic units. These are the College of Agricultural Sciences, the 
College of Architecture, the College of Commerce and Industry, the College of 
Education, the College of Engineering, the College of Forest and Recreation 
Resources, the College of Liberal Arts, the College of Nursing, the College of 
Sciences, and the Graduate School. 
The institution is an accredited member of the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools; various curricula are accredited by the National 
Architectural Accrediting Board, National League for Nursing, Society of 
American Foresters, American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business, 
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, and National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher Education. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its 
primary academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus and 
at five agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University is also 
heavily committed to a varied program of public service, including the work of 
agricultural extension which has professional personnel located in each of the 
State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
A. C. Corcoran, '19 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where the Tigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of great conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
Note: Candidates appearing in this program are not c·ertified grad-
uates. Likewise, academic honor designations are based upon per-
formance prior to final grades. Both certification of graduation and 
honor designations must come from the Registrar of the University . 
........ 
First Aid A First Aid Station is located at Portal 0. 
Evacuation System Littleiohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire alarm 
evacuation system. In the event of activation, as noted by sustaJned 
horns and strobe lights, please proceed to the closest available exit. 
Remain outside the building until fire officials deem the building safe 
to re-enter. 
No Smoking Smoking is prohibited in the seating area of Littlejohn 
Coliseum. Cigarette receptacles are provided around the outer con-
course. 
